The intrinsic flexibility of DNA and the difficulty of identifying its interaction surface have long been challenges that prevented the development of efficient protein-DNA docking methods. We have demonstrated the ability our flexible data-driven docking method HADDOCK to deal with these before, by using custom-built DNA structural models. Here we put our method to the test on a set of 47 complexes from the protein-DNA docking benchmark. We show that HADDOCK is able to predict many of the specific DNA conformational changes required to assemble the interface(s). Our DNA analysis and modelling procedure captures the bend and twist motions occurring upon complex formation and uses these to generate custom-built DNA structural models, more closely resembling the bound form, for use in a second docking round. We achieve throughout the benchmark an overall success rate of 94% of one-star solutions or higher (interface root mean square deviation 4 Å and fraction of native contacts >10%) according to CAPRI criteria. Our improved protocol successfully predicts even the challenging protein-DNA complexes in the benchmark. Finally, our method is the first to readily dock multiple molecules (N > 2) simultaneously, pushing the limits of what is currently achievable in the field of protein-DNA docking.
INTRODUCTION
The computational docking field is proceeding ever faster to become an integral part of the research workflow in life sciences. Most of the developments in docking methodology were pioneered in the fields of small molecule docking and protein-protein docking (1) (2) (3) . Docking has become a valuable tool in drug design, molecular interaction studies, NMR and X-ray structural studies, biochemical experiment design and validation (4) (5) (6) . While docking is flourishing in these fields, less progress has been made in the development of successful protein-DNA docking algorithms. This is in part due to two system-dependent problems: (i) identifying the location of the interaction interface(s) on the DNA and (ii) modelling DNA conformational changes while maintaining a correct representation of the DNA double-helix during a simulation. The field of protein-DNA docking is, however, receiving renewed interest as the vital role of protein-DNA interactions in regulating gene expression and guarding genome integrity has become apparent (7) . As a consequence, new protein-DNA docking methods are put forward and proven protein-protein docking concepts are extended to deal with these systems (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) .
We have in the past adapted our data driven docking method HADDOCK, to deal with protein-DNA systems (18) and showed that it is able to deal with the two main challenges mentioned above. The ability of HADDOCK to use experimental data to drive the docking greatly facilitates the identification and positioning of the interaction interfaces during the docking (19, 20) . The incorporation of flexibility, both explicitly during the docking and implicitly by the use of custom-built DNA structural models, has proven to facilitate the conformational changes in the protein and DNA needed to establish the complex. The protocol was initially tested by docking the unbound structures of three monomeric transcription factors to their respective operator half-sites [phage 434 Cro (21), phage Arc (22) and Escherichia coli Lac (23) ]. The resulting near native docking solutions reproduced many of the contacts observed in the experimental structures as well as specific conformational changes in the DNA. Our initial protein-DNA docking protocol has been successfully used in a number of practical applications by various laboratories worldwide (24) (25) (26) (27) (28) . Driven by this success we have worked on improving the method's performance and user friendliness by facilitating the generation of custom DNA structural models (29) as well as *To whom correspondence should be addressed. Tel: +31 30 2533859; Fax: +31 30 2537623; Email: a.m.j.j.bonvin@uu.nl establishing a protein-DNA docking benchmark as a test bed for future developments (30) . Next to that, HADDOCK has been made available to the community as a web server (http://www.haddocking.org; http://haddock.chem.uu.nl).
Here we bring all these elements together and challenge our method using the 47 test cases from the protein-DNA benchmark to define the limits of our current approach. We focus on the same two questions addressed in the previous work (18) : how successful is the method in dealing with conformational changes upon complex formation and how well is it able to identify the correct interaction interfaces? Compared to the three test cases used previously, the 47 test cases in the benchmark pose some considerable challenges. The initial test cases were all major groove interacting transcription factors in their monomeric form, targeting one operator half-side that effectively spans one helical turn of DNA. The DNAinteracting domain of these transcription factors changes only conformation with respect to the side-chains of the DNA-interacting residues. The global conformational changes in the DNA were expressed as a uniform bend and change in groove width. In contrast, among the 47 test cases of the benchmark, not only transcription factors but also enzymes and structural proteins are present. These interact using a variation of structural domains, often involving multiple proteins, targeted to one or multiple sites on the DNA. Furthermore, the DNA length is often more than one helical turn. As a consequence, conformational changes can no longer be expressed in a smooth and uniform way but rather as an accumulation of local DNA bending and twisting events. To cope with these challenges we have improved our method for the generation of custom DNA structural models by extending its ability to capture the main bend and twist motions occurring in the DNA upon complex formation, and by subsequently using this information for the generation of custom DNA models.
The new results, again, show that the use of explicit flexibility in combination with implicit flexibility by means of an ensemble of custom-built DNA structural models, greatly improves the protein-DNA docking efficiency with respect to rigid-body docking. This is especially clear for the intermediate and difficult categories of the benchmark where DNA conformational changes readily occur. The use of experimental information for the docking of a representative subset of the benchmark, demonstrates the ability of our method to identify the correct interfaces and assemble the complex under 'real life' docking conditions. Furthermore, our method is the first to dock multiple molecules simultaneously, a valuable feature in a benchmark containing 40% of multicomponent complexes. Top ranking docking solutions throughout the benchmark readily score one and two stars according to the CAPRI quality criteria (31) and three-star predictions are getting within reach for 'easy' test cases.
To our knowledge this is the first time a protein-DNA docking study of such a magnitude has been performed. Our results stress the importance of conformational adaptation in the docking of protein-DNA complexes and show the potential of HADDOCK to deal with them. We hope that they will stimulate the docking community to put their methods to the test on the same benchmark and foster further developments.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Protein-DNA docking benchmark
The performance of HADDOCK was evaluated using the coordinate files for the bound and unbound proteins of 47 protein-DNA complexes available in the protein-DNA benchmark version 1.2 [http://haddock.chem.uu.nl/dna/ benchmark.html (30) ]. Canonical B-DNA 3D structural models were built using the 3D-DART web server [http://haddock.chem.uu.nl/dna (29) ]. Their conformation was of BII type with the sugar pucker in the C2 0 -endo conformation [sugar pseudo-rotation phase angle (P) = 155
, DNA backbone torsion angles:
and =260 ].
Restraints used in the docking
Ambiguous interaction restraints, based on the true interface. Ideal ambiguous interaction restraints (AIR) restraint sets were generated based on the true interface(s) of the reference complexes as follows: (i) retrieval of all intermolecular atom-atom contacts below a cutoff of 5.0 Å ; (ii) transformation of the atom-atom contacts to their respective residue-residue counterparts distinguishing between three categories: amino-acid to nucleotide base contacts, amino-acid to nucleotide sugar-phosphate backbone contacts or amino-acid to full nucleotide contacts. Contacts that originated from amino-acid residues having a relative main-or side-chain solvent accessibility of <30% as measured by NACCESS (32) where discarded. All residues used in creating the interaction restraint file were defined as 'active'. In effect we used the same procedure to generate AIRs as in the case of experimental information with the difference that they are only defined between the residues that are known to be in close vicinity in the reference complex.
AIRs based on experimental information. To evaluate the performance of HADDOCK in docking protein-DNA complexes using experimental information, we selected six representative tested cases from the 'easy' (3cro, 1by4), 'intermediate' (1azp, 1jj4) and 'difficult' (1a74, 1zme) category of the benchmark. For these we collected biochemical and biophysical information from literature sources. Only residues that are solvent accessible in the unbound proteins, using the same criteria as described above, were considered. For those DNA bases shown to be involved in specific interactions with the protein, only atoms able to interact by hydrogen-bond or non-bonded interactions were defined. This selection was further subdivided into atoms facing either the major or minor groove in case information about the protein-binding mode was available (Table 1) . In case of non-specific interactions with the DNA, only the atoms of the sugar-phosphate backbone that are able to interact via hydrogen bonds or non-bonded interactions were defined (Table 1) . Solvent accessible residues located in the predicted interaction interface, for which no experimental information was available, were defined as 'passive'. Residues for which experimental information was available were defined as 'active'. An overview of the data used is listed in Table 2 .
DNA restraints. In order to preserve the helical conformation during the flexible stages of the docking the DNA was restrained as described before (18) . For the docking of the unbound protein(s) to a canonical B-DNA structural model, the dihedral angles of the sugar-phosphate backbone of the input structure (inp) were measured and used as restraints (restricted to a=a inp ± 10 , b=b inp ± 40 , g=g inp ± 20 , d=d inp ± 50
, "=" inp ± 10 and z=z inp ± 50 ). For the docking of the unbound protein(s) to the ensemble of custom-built DNA structural models, the same protocol for sugarphosphate backbone restraints was used but the restraint error values were reduced to half of those in the canonical B-DNA case.
Docking protocol
The default protein-DNA docking protocol as described before (18) and implemented in HADDOCK version 2.0 (33) was used for all the docking runs. This protocol includes the random removal of 50% of the ambiguous interaction restraints for each docking trial. Several docking-specific modifications were made as follows.
Bound-bound docking. Only rigid body docking generating 2000 solutions. Protein and DNA structures were used in the bound conformation obtained from the reference complex. Pas: V51,G57,P58,T66,V71,H77, H100,K119 1zme (66) Act: (R9,R11,H12,R80,R82,H83) a Pas: A4,K14,K39-S43, A75,K85,K100-S114 Act: (C2,G3,G4,C15,C17,G18, C20,G21,G22,C33,C34,G35) a (T26-C32,C9-T14) (67) (68) (69) (70) (71) (72) Active residues (Act) are grouped according to the available information. Continuous stretches of residues are separated by a dash. Arrows indicate active restraints for specific pairs of residues. Passive residues (Pas) are only defined for the protein. Since 1by4, 1jj4 and 1a74 are symmetrical dimers only the restraints for one subunit are shown. Base-specific restraints for 3cro, 1by4, 1jj4, 1a74 and 1zme are targeted to the atoms of the nucleotides facing the major groove and those of 1azp to those facing the minor groove ( Subsets are defined for atoms capable of interacting using non-bonded or hydrogen bonded interactions. Individual subsets are defined for those atoms facing the DNA major and minor groove for the four bases and for the sugar-phosphate backbone atoms.
Unbound-unbound docking using a canonical B-DNA structural model. A single component HADDOCK run was performed using the unbound proteins to yield a better sampling of side-chains and loop conformations. The residues of the interface either defined based on the reference complex or on experimental information were allowed to sample additional conformations during the semi-flexible refinement stage. Here, semi-flexible refinement signifies the combination of the semi-flexible simulated annealing stage in torsion angle space and the final water refinement stage in Cartesian space. Four protein models and the original unbound protein structure were used together with the canonical B-DNA model as an input ensemble for unbound-unbound docking. A total of 4000 docking solutions (every combination of models is sampled 800 times) were generated in the rigid body docking stage and the top 10% based on the HADDOCK score were used in the subsequent semi-flexible refinement stage. During the semi-flexible simulated annealing stage, the full DNA excluding the terminal base pairs was treated as semiflexible. The amino-acid residues within 5.0 Å of any partner molecule were automatically defined as semiflexible.
Unbound-unbound docking using five custom-built DNA structural models. The same protocol as for unboundunbound docking starting from canonical B-DNA was used with as difference; five custom-built DNA structural models were used instead of canonical B-DNA; the conformational freedom of the DNA in the semi-flexible simulated annealing stage was limited by automatically defining both the amino-acid residues and nucleotides within 5.0 Å of any partner molecule as semi-flexible; the error range for the sugar-phosphate backbone dihedral angles as described above were reduced by half. Every combination of protein-DNA input models is sampled 160 times in the rigid body docking stage. The procedure for generating custom DNA structural models used as input for this docking run is described below.
Generation of custom DNA structural models
The generation of five custom DNA structural models is based on an analysis and a modelling step.
Analysis. The 10 best solutions from the top ranking cluster, both according to the HADDOCK score, were selected. The DNA structures in these solutions were analyzed using 3DNA (34, 35) and the DNA bend analysis algorithm used in the 3D-DART server (29) . This resulted in average parameter values for the six base pair (step) parameters (36) for every base pair (step) in the structure. These describe the conformation of the DNA. The average global bend vector with respect to a common reference frame between every successive base pair in the structures was calculated by 3D-DART. This information was used in the modelling stage.
Modelling. The modelling of custom DNA structures is based on the progressive introduction of global and local DNA conformational changes to a canonical B-DNA starting model.
(i) A default set of base pair (step) parameters representing a canonical B-DNA conformation with the same sequence as the reference structure is generated by 3D-DART using the 'fiber' utility of the 3DNA software suite. (ii) The Roll and Tilt values in the default set are updated by 3D-DART to reflect the average global bend vector for every base pair step in the sequence. The central base pair is used as origin of the global reference frame and default Twist values are used for correcting the vectors direction relative to the reference frame. The introduced bend vector between base pairs is scaled, enabling sampling of conformation change beyond the limits of the values defined by the average ± the standard deviation determined in the analysis stage. The scaling factor is set between 2.0 and 3.0 for those ensembles that show little deviation from a canonical helix and between 4.0 and 6.0 for the remaining test cases. For the docking of 1a74 using experimentally derived restraints the scaling factor was set to 10.0 to match the amount of DNA bend to the curved interaction surface of the protein (see 'Results' section). (iii) All base pair step parameters are updated to reflect the average values as determined by the analysis stage resulting in a new weighted parameter P Wxi at base pair step i defined as follows:
where P xi is the average value for the given parameter at base pair step i obtained from the analysis stage, pi defines the standard deviation for the given parameter at base pair step i and AEp is the standard deviation for the given parameter for all base pair steps. S is a parameter-specific scaling factor that compensates for the over-or under-estimation of a given parameter as a result of the HADDOCK semiflexible refinement stages. S was set to: twist: 0.8, roll: 0.8, tilt: 0.8, rise: 0.0, slide: 0.2 and shift: 0.8. The new value P ni for the parameter at base pair step i is now calculated as follows:
Here P d is the default value from canonical B-DNA for the given parameter at base pair step i and V is a variance value used to sample the parameter above or below its adjusted average (set to 0.8 by default). (v) The updated list of base pair (step) parameters is used to build a 3D DNA structure using the same parameters for the sugar pucker and phosphate backbone dihedral angles as in the case of canonical B-DNA.
Analysis
The quality of the generated solutions was evaluated using the CAPRI criteria expressed as stars; three stars (high quality Figure 4 and the docking using experimentally derived restraints, the reported r. 
RESULTS
The power of HADDOCK as a method relies among others on its use of AIRs and explicit flexibility. An AIR defines that a residue on the surface of a biomolecule should be in close vicinity to another residue or group of residues on the partner biomolecule when they form the complex. By default this is described as an ambiguous distance restraint between all atoms of the source residue to all atoms of all reference residue(s) that are assumed to be in the interface in the complex. The effective distance between all those atoms, d
eff iAB is calculated as follows:
Here N Aatom indicates all atoms of the source residue on molecule A, N resB the residues defined to be at the interface of the reference molecule B, and N Batom all atoms of a residue on molecule B. The 1/r 6 summation somewhat mimics the attractive part of the Lennard-Jones potential and ensures that the AIRs are satisfied as soon as any two atoms of the biomolecules are in contact. The AIRs are incorporated as an additional energy term to the energy function that is minimized during the docking. The ambiguous nature of these restraints easily allows experimental data that often provide evidence for a residue making contacts to be used as driving force for the docking. As such the AIRs define a network of restraints between the possible interaction interface(s) of the molecules to be docked without defining the relative orientation of the molecules, minimizing the necessary search through conformational space needed to assemble the interfaces. Because the AIRs are part of the energy function they might also contribute to induce the conformational changes during the flexible stage of the docking.
To objectively answer the question: 'how successful is HADDOCK in dealing with conformational changes upon complex formation?' the effects of the quality and quantity of AIRs on complex formation and conformational change should be kept to a minimum. This was realized by constructing ideal AIR restraint sets based on the true interface(s) of the reference complexes (see 'Materials and Methods' section). Using these restraints we first evaluated the ability of HADDOCK to reconstruct the complex from its components in their bound conformation. Challenges in reconstruction due to structural characteristics, the inability of the restraints to drive correct complex formation or selection of top ranking solutions due to scoring problems can be identified at this stage. Next we used the same restraints to drive the docking between the unbound protein and a canonical B-DNA 3D structural model using our two-stage protein-DNA docking approach. We focused on the two stages individually, first evaluating the effects of explicit flexibility on the docking by comparing the docking solutions from rigid body refinement with those after semi-flexible refinement. Subsequently we analyzed the conformation of the DNA in the final docking solutions. Here, the focus was on the ability of HADDOCK to introduce those specific DNA conformational changes in terms of DNA bending and twisting that can lead to the final conformation of the DNA in the complex. With this information an ensemble of custom DNA structural models was generated using a modified protocol of our 3D-DART DNA modelling web server (see 'Materials and Methods' section). The resulting models were used as input for a second, 'refinement', docking run. The results were compared with those of the previous run starting from a canonical B-DNA structural model to analyze the effect of this implicit treatment of flexibility. Finally, the same two-stage docking protocol was applied to a subset of six test cases from the benchmark using AIR restraints based on experimental information obtained from literature sources.
Bound-bound docking
A bound-bound docking experiment is essentially an exercise of separating the reference complex into its individual biomolecules and reconstructing it again. As the different components are already in their bound conformation flexibility is not required and only rigidbody docking needs to be performed. The ability of HADDOCK to sample conformational space in search of the correct interaction interface(s) using ideal AIR restraints was evaluated using the CAPRI star ranking as a quality measure commonly used in protein-protein docking (31) . These criteria define one-star predictions as 'acceptable', two-star as 'medium' and three-star as 'high' quality with respect to their reference structure (see 'Materials and Methods' section).
The results illustrate that for 75% of the test cases threestar solutions are generated (Figure 1, dark-grey bars) . For the first half of the test cases (left half of Figure 1 ) more than 95% of the solutions ranked one-star or higher but for the remaining, a sharp decline in the total number of star-ranked solutions was observed. The latter group of test cases corresponds mostly with the 'intermediate' and 'difficult' categories of the benchmark. They are characterized by larger and more segmented interface(s). Many of them require rearrangements of protein domains, loops and secondary structure elements at the interfaces upon interaction to generate a well-packed complex. These, for instance, involve enzymes that perform their catalytic function on single nucleotides that are flipped out of the helix into a catalytic pocket of the protein (1emh, 7mht), restriction enzymes clamping themselves around the DNA (3bam,1rva) or proteins with complex dimerization interfaces (1tro, 1f4k). Effective docking of the bound conformation of these cases is hindered by nonbonded repulsions associated with interface penetration and the correct alignment of the segmented interfaces during the rotation and translation stages of the rigid body refinement. This limits the efficiency of the rigidbody bound-bound docking and in part explains the lower the total number of star-ranked solutions for these cases.
Despite the differences in total number of star-ranked solutions, the 10 best solutions were selected based on the HADDOCK score in all cases coincided with the best solutions based on the CAPRI criteria. This indicates that the HADDOCK scoring function at this stage is sufficient to retrieve the best solutions.
Unbound-unbound docking starting from a canonical B-DNA structural model
We proceeded with the docking of the unbound conformation of the proteins with canonical B-DNA models using ideal AIRs. To increase the sampling of conformational space for the proteins, especially those that use flexible loops to interact with DNA grooves, we first performed a simulated annealing on the interface residues followed by a refinement in explicit water. This procedure resulted in an ensemble of five structures, including the original unbound protein, sampling different conformations of the interface. In 66% of the cases, conformations closer to the bound conformation then the unbound reference protein were sampled. The protein-DNA docking protocol, at this stage, effectively incorporates two modes of flexibility: implicit sampling by means of the ensemble of protein starting structures and explicit sampling of protein and DNA conformational space during semi-flexible refinement. Figure 2 illustrates the docking results using only rigidbody docking (A) and the effect of a subsequent semiflexible refinement (B). Here, the cumulative bar graphs show the percentage of CAPRI one-star (white bars) and two-star solutions (grey bars) over all rigid-body (4000) and refined (400) solutions. Overall, 96% of the cases improve due to explicit flexibility. For a number of complexes, one-and two-star solutions were already obtained after rigid-body docking. In all cases, except for 1dfm, the number of one-or two-star solutions increased significantly after semi-flexible refinement. The number of star ranking solutions obtained after rigid-body docking and there subsequent improvement due to explicit flexibility, clearly divides the complexes into three groups that coincide reasonably well with the 'easy', 'intermediate' and 'difficult' categories of the benchmark. For the 'easy' category the inclusion of explicit flexibility readily results in a shift from one-to two-star solutions, for the 'intermediate' category the number of one-star solutions greatly improves and for the 'difficult' category one-star solutions are often only achieved because of explicit flexibility.
Unbound-unbound docking starting from custom-built B-DNA structural models
The previous docking results show the improvements that can be obtained when using explicit flexibility versus rigidbody docking. In all cases, the DNA and the proteins could adapt their conformation to better interact with each other. For the DNA, these conformational changes range from small local changes in helical bend and groove width, while maintaining a relative straight helix, to larger global changes that effectively bend and twist the DNA structure. However, the amount of conformational space that can be sampled during the semi-flexible refinement stage is limited. Starting from a canonical B-DNA structural model, the semi-flexible refinement stage improved the DNA model on average by 0.84 ± 0.36 Å all heavy atom r.m.s.d with respect to the reference. This clearly cannot account for the often large DNA conformational changes observed in the benchmark (ranging from 3 up to 10 Å ).
The amount and consistency of the DNA conformational changes that did occur during semi-flexible refinement, can however provide an indication of the extent of conformational change to be expected in the final complex as we have shown before (18) . By analyzing the conformational changes in the top 10 solutions of the best cluster, both selected based on the HADDOCK score, we generated five new DNA structural models with custom conformations reflecting the conformational changes that took place in the DNA during the first docking round for every test case (see 'Materials and methods' section).
The effects of using a custom-built DNA structural ensemble on the docking results obtained after semiflexible refinement is illustrated in Figure 2C . Again, the cumulative bar graph shows the percentage of CAPRI one-star (white bars) and two-star solutions (grey bars) among all (400) refined docking solutions according to the HADDOCK score.
In a number of cases there is a marked increase in oneand/or two-star solutions due to the use of the ensemble, while in other cases there is no improvement or even a reduction. However, because the ensemble contains custom built DNA structures in different conformations, it is possible that one or several of these are less successful in sampling relevant conformational space than the canonical B-DNA model used in the first run. However, if even only one of the five models is significantly better that canonical B-DNA, and the scoring and clustering stage select solutions obtained from this model then an improvement is achieved compared to only semi-flexible refinement. Figure 3 Table S3 , Supplementary Data).
Unbound-unbound docking using experimental derived restraints
In a 'real-life' docking situation, AIRs are typically defined based on experimental data or interface predictions (19, 20) . The quality and quantity of available data can influence the correct assembly of the interaction interface(s) and the conformational changes brought about in the flexible stages of the docking. To evaluate the performance of our two-stage protein-DNA docking protocol under these circumstances we selected six representative test cases from the 'easy', 'intermediate' and 'difficult' categories of the benchmark (two of each). These are, respectively, the protein-DNA complexes formed by the phage 434 Cro (3cro) transcription factor and retinoid X receptor (1by4), the hyperthermophile chromosomal protein SAC7D (1azp) and papillomavirus type 18 E2 (1jj4) protein, the homing endonuclease I-PpoI (1a74) and the proline utilization transcription activator PUT3 (1zme). For these we defined AIRs based on experimental data collected from literature sources (see 'Material and Methods' section). Docking the protein and DNA in their bound conformation (Table 3 , bound-rigid) using rigidbody energy minimization only illustrates that the AIRs defined based on experimental data are also able to reconstruct the correct interaction interface(s) in all cases resulting in high quality predictions. The overall results for the unbound docking again show a significant improvement in terms of r.m.s.d from the reference complexes and fraction of native contacts when progressing from rigid body docking to semi-flexible refinement and finally a second docking round starting from an ensemble of custombuilt DNA structural models (Table 3 ). The best docking solutions superimposed onto their reference structures are presented in Figure 4 . Although the overall results improved for all six test cases, differences were observed. The bound and unbound components of the retinoid X receptor-DNA complex (1by4) differ little from each other in terms of r.m.s.d from the reference and rigid body docking readily generates one-star solutions. The complex is composed of two proteins that interact with the DNA major groove but not with each other. Independent movement of both proteins resulted in a relative large variation in the 10 best solutions after semi-flexible refinement when starting from a canonical B-DNA model. The use of a custom built DNA library does not reduce this variation but does significantly improve the fraction of native contacts and medium quality solutions. The phage 434 Cro-DNA complex (3cro) is a similar case with the exception that the proteins dimerize. This results in far less variation in the 10 best solutions after the flexible stages and a sequential improvement of the r.m.s.d values and fraction of native contacts at each step of the docking. The hyperthermophile chromosomal protein SAC7D-DNA complex (1azp) binds in a nonspecific manner to the DNA minor groove. The experimental data available for this complex are less well defined than for the other test cases. Despite this, the two-stage docking protocol did reproduce the characteristic minor groove widening observed for this system resulting in a significant improvement in r.m.s.d when using an ensemble of custom built DNA structural models. The specific kink in the DNA structure observed at the second C-G base pair (61 ) in the reference complex was, however, predicted at the third G-A base pair step ($25 ) in the docking solutions. The potential of our twostage docking protocol to deal with large DNA conformational changes is best illustrated in the case of the homing endonuclease I-PpoI-DNA complex (1a74). Here, the overall bend of $38 is reproduced in the best solutions ($45 ). The information available for this complex results in a well defined, curved, interaction interface on the protein and indicates that there is little conformational difference of the protein in its bound and unbound state. As such, the sharp bend introduced in the DNA by the analysis and modelling step could be sampled up to 10 times the standard deviation from the average to match the protein surface (see 'Materials and methods' section). The proline utilization transcription activator PUT3 (1zme) is a difficult case from both protein and DNA perspectives. The protein contains two globular DNA binding domains connected to a core domain with a long flexible linker. The NMR ensemble of the unbound protein contains the DNA binding domains in many different orientations that prevent effective docking in the rigid body stage. Therefore, we cut the protein at the flexible linkers, resulting in three parts that were docked as separated bodies. Peptide linker restraints were defined between the amino acids at the scission sites. After semiflexible refinement, we reconnected the different parts in the 10 best solutions and used the resulting protein ensemble for the second docking stage starting from an ensemble of custom built DNA structural models.
DISCUSSION
The use of AIRs is essential to the success of the HADDOCK docking methodology in general. These are used to position the protein at the interaction interface of the DNA and, together with the flexible stages of the docking, to facilitate conformational changes. We have shown previously the importance of AIRs in protein-DNA docking (18) using three monomeric transcription factor DNA complexes as test cases. In the current study we refined our initial method and evaluated its performance on a benchmark of 47 protein-DNA complexes (30) . Compared with the initial three test cases the benchmark contains complexes from various structural functional classes in which one or multiple proteins interact with the DNA using various binding modes. Because of the presence of multiple proteins or DNA-binding domains, 40% of the benchmark required docking following a multi-body (N > 2) approach. This challenging benchmark offers a good platform to evaluate the capabilities of our docking method. We will discuss in the following the two questions that were the focus of both this study as well as the previous work describing the initial protein-DNA docking method.
How well is the method able to identify the correct interaction interface(s)?
The assembly of the interaction interface(s) is a process driven by AIRs. In 'real-life' docking settings the AIRs are typically defined based on experimental data and/or interface predictions. The quality of the docking solutions is therefore closely related to the amount and quality of available data in terms of their accuracy and information content. We started from an ideal situation in which the restraints were derived from the intermolecular contacts in the reference complex. Bound docking resulted for 75% of cases in three-star (high quality) predictions among the top 10 solutions based on the HADDOCK score ( Figure 1 ). The percentage of generated high-quality solutions and the total number of star-ranked solutions, however, declined for the 'intermediate' and 'difficult' cases due to interface topology features such as segmentation and rearrangement of structure elements. Such rearrangements occur in protein domains, loops and secondary-structure elements at the interfaces during the process of complex formation; they are required to form a well-packed complex. The difference between the bound and unbound conformation of the protein and DNA interfaces in the benchmark (30) further illustrates this. Consequently, in a bound-bound docking setting, the docking efficiency is hindered by nonbonded repulsions associated with interface penetration and by the correct alignment of the segmented interfaces during the rotation and translation stages of the rigid body refinement. The increase in the total number of star-ranked solutions for many of the 'difficult' test cases in unbound-unbound docking relative to bound-bound docking further illustrates this process as rearrangements are allowed to take place. Still there are a number of test cases such as 1tro and 1f4k in which non-bonded repulsions hamper the docking. Given that these cases can be identified beforehand, the docking efficiency could be improved by scaling down the non-bonded energy terms (inter_rigid term to 0.001 or lower in HADDOCK); this allows penetration to occur during the docking. An initial test with a scaled down non-bonded energy term for the above-mentioned two test cases resulted in a significant increase in the number of one-and two-star solutions (Supplementary Table S4 , Supplementary Data). This shows that the AIRs are not the limiting factor but also raises the question whether a change in the non-bonded energy term scaling factor could be beneficial throughout the benchmark. Our experience in protein-protein docking however indicates that the scoring becomes more challenging, which might be detrimental at the end. The unbound two-stage flexible docking using the same restraints (Figures 2 and 3 ) resulted in the prediction of one-to two-star solutions depending on the level of difficulty of the test cases. Although these results are significantly better than unbound rigid-body docking only, they still indicate that conformational changes are the limiting factor in protein-DNA docking.
The same series of docking experiments were performed with a representative selection of six test cases using AIRs defined based on experimental information (Table 3 , Figure 4 ). The results were comparable to the use of ideal restraints in terms of the CAPRI quality criteria. This clearly illustrates that readily available non-structural experimental data are sufficient to assemble the correct interaction interface(s) in these challenging, often multicomponent, protein-DNA systems. Still, the quality of the generated solutions is directly related to the quality of the used experimental information. Sparse-and/or low-quality information will likely result in poor-quality docking solutions, especially for multi-component systems. The AIRs can, however, be defined based on a wider variety of information sources than used in the current work. For instance, NMR data or even statistical protein-DNA interaction potentials, are promising means of improving the results either by driving the docking or filtering solutions afterwards. With respect to the latter we should note that the many different solutions generated in this benchmark docking effort, provide a compelling set of decoy structures that can be useful for the development and validation of scoring functions.
How successful is the method in dealing with conformational changes upon complex formation?
The correct treatment of conformational changes upon complex formation is likely the most challenging aspect of protein-DNA docking. Both protein(s) and DNA readily change their conformation upon complex formation. The extent of this change forms the basis of the protein-DNA benchmark categorization. Our two-stage protein-DNA docking method was designed to deal with this challenge and its performance is best illustrated in the docking of unbound proteins with canonical B-DNA using ideal AIRs. While a single docking run was sufficient to generate two-star solutions for the 'easy' cases, the two-stage protocol was often required to generate one-two-star solution for the 'intermediate' and 'difficult' cases. Altogether, this approach was successful in generating at least one-star solutions for 96% of the complete benchmark. This illustrates that the explicit flexibility implemented in HADDOCK is sufficient to generate two-star solution in the 'easy' cases where conformational changes are limited but that this approach fails for cases where such changes are more pronounced such as in the 'intermediate' and 'difficult' cases. For the latter, our DNA analysis and modelling procedure is capable of extracting the main bend and twist motions that occur in the DNA upon complex formation and use these for the benefit of DNA modelling. In that way, a larger part of the relevant DNA conformational space can be sampled than what is feasible within a single round of semi-flexible refinement. Even results of the 'easy' test cases with limited conformational changes are improved by this two-stage procedure. Finally, the use of experimentallyderived AIRs on a subset of six test cases showed that our method also significantly improved the docking results under real-life conditions when less ideal AIR restraints are available.
Although the semi-flexible refinement stage of HADDOCK is able to introduce many of the DNA conformational changes required for correct complex formation it has difficulties predicting DNA groove expansion facilitated by negative base pair step sliding (for example in 1a74 and 1g9z). Consequently, this mode of conformational change is not detected by our DNA analysis procedure and not introduced in the custom-built DNA ensemble. Although the improvements in r.m.s.d to the reference complex and fraction of native contacts clearly illustrate that our method outperforms rigid-body docking it does raise questions on the quality of the DNA in the generated solutions. This however, remains a difficult issue due to the lack of DNA structure validation procedures. Furthermore, our method predominantly focuses on the conformational changes in the DNA, but also proteins can often change their conformation upon complex formation, sometimes quite drastically as, for example, in the restriction endonuclease MvaI (2oaa). While accounting for small conformational changes by means of flexible refinement and the use of protein ensembles that sample different interface conformations, large conformational changes such as loop and domain rearrangements or disordered to order transitions remain a challenge. Such events are present in some of the test cases where the use of an ensemble of custom-built DNA structural models did not improve the results significantly. This still leaves plenty of opportunities for improvements, for instance in those cases where protein domain rearrangements are facilitated by flexible 'hinges' connecting them. Such domains can be docked as separate bodies, enabling them to sample conformational space individually. This procedure has been successfully used for the proline utilization transcription activator PUT3 (1zme) in this study.
The flexible protein-DNA docking approach described in this article can benefit protein-DNA interaction studies at several levels. It can be used to generate models of protein-DNA complexes from the structures of the unbound proteins and a canonical B-DNA in the presence of suitable experimental data without any prior knowledge of the DNA conformational changes required to establish the complex. It should also be useful for studying the effects of mutations or different operator sequences on complex formation. In addition, it can assist in experimental structural studies by, for instance, providing initial DNA structural models to guide and speed up the NMR analysis and assignment process.
In summary, by allowing the inclusion of a large variety of experimental and/or prediction data, together with a flexible description of the DNA, the proposed docking approach should be a useful tool in structural studies of protein-DNA complexes.
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